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a b s t r a c t

In a cooperative research project funded by the German BMBF the drying process in the automotive
industry has been investigated. More precisely, it was the aim of the project to develop a simulation
program that in its final stage allows the calculation of the heat-up process of a fully painted car body,
including heat and mass transfer in the thin, water based paint film. The investigations focused on the
joint base coat and clear coat drying process used in the automotive industry.

A physical model was developed that treats mass and heat transfer of a ternary mixture applied as
a thin film on a substrate. This model was added to the commercial CFD-Solver ANSYS-FLUENT and
successfully compared with experimental data in practical conditions. The estimation of paint failures, i.e.
pinholes that might occur due to unfavourable drying, which is based upon an empirical model applying
a design-of-experiments scheme, was also added to the CFD-Solver.

© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

It is one of the key efforts in the automotive industry to realize
the so-called virtual paint shop. This is basically a complete sim-
ulation of the automotive painting process, including the various
steps of dip and spray coating as well as drying and curing. Using
the virtual paint shop, the painting process of future car bodies
may be verified long before extremely expensive full-scale pro-
totypes are available. As part of the virtual paint shop activities,
the drying process in the automotive industry has been inves-
tigated in a cooperative research project funded by the German
BMBF. The project mainly focuses on the physical drying process
of water borne base coats prior to curing, which is made together
with the subsequent clear coat film. The quality of the final paint
film is significantly depending on this base coat drying process, as
film defects such as pinholes are related to the process operating
parameters.

A typical automotive paint system is shown in Fig. 1f. The water
borne base coat is only physically dried (flash-off) before clear coat
application. After clear coat application there is a joint final drying
and cross linking of base and clear coat at 140 ◦C. This baking pro-
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cess is important for the final film thickness quality, as various film
defects may occur at unfavourable drying conditions, especially at
a too fast drying process.

Within this project different stages of experimental and numer-
ical studies have been identified. In general, there are two parts of
the investigation. One is the modelling of the unsteady turbulent
heat transfer on complex 3D objects; another is the modelling of
the evaporating process of a thin film of water born base coat on 3D
objects. In previous stages of the research [1–3], investigations of
the turbulent heat transfer in various laboratory and industrial dry-
ers have been carried out. Assessments of the available turbulence
models used in CFD-Solvers for turbulent heat transfer without
paint film were performed, specifically aiming to identify models
with low sensitivity of heat transfer prediction on the grid spacing.
This is required since considering complex work pieces significant
local variations of the grid quality and resolution are expected.

The present contribution presents experimental and numeri-
cal results of investigations on the drying process of a thin film
applying model water born paint. Drying experiments delivered
comparative data for assessment of a paint film drying model that
has been implemented into the commercial CFD-Solver FLUENT [6].
The calculated heating-up behaviours on the paint film and the film
evaporation rate were compared with experimental results. Fur-
thermore, a model for the occurrence of pinholes as a typical paint
film failure related to the parameters of the base coat drying process
is introduced.
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Fig. 1. Typical automotive paint system.

2. Experimental set-up and measuring techniques

The measurements have been performed in a specific oven
(Hygrex drying system LBT2500) designed to deliver well
controlled air velocity, temperature and humidity. Complying
industrial operating conditions, typical water based paint with a
solid content of 20% and water and butyl glycol as solvents has been
applied on 500 mm × 200 mm large flat panels and further physi-
cally dried considering relevant process times. The geometry of the
oven and the location of test panel are shown in Fig. 2. Defined
horizontal air inlet conditions are produced by individual nozzles
in the left wall of the dryer applied with specifically designed flow
straightener. This is discussed further below. At the air outlet in the
right wall a filter element avoided unwanted influences of subse-
quent components on the flow field in the dryer.

Local paint film surface temperature using an infrared detector
and evaporation rates through weighing were monitored on-line.
Furthermore, the water content of the paint film before and after
drying has been measured using thermogravimetry. Applying gas
chromatography, the fractions of water and additional organic sol-
vents after drying were also detected.

Tests were performed at oven temperatures between 40 and
80 ◦C, absolute humidities between 6 and 16 g/kg and nozzle inlet
velocities between 6 and 20 m/s. These values correspond to con-
ditions used in the automotive industry for forced flash-off of base
coats prior to clear coat application. The test panels were painted
using either a pneumatic spray gun or an electrostatically sup-
ported high-speed rotary bell atomizer with all important spraying
parameters being equivalent to the practical application. Applied
dry film thicknesses varied between 10 and 25 �m, correspond-
ing to approximately 50 and 125 �m wet film thicknesses before
drying.

3. Numerical simulation

The commercial state-of-the-art CFD-Solver FLUENT based on
the finite-volume method was applied in the present numerical
investigations. A 3D computational domain with typically one mil-
lion cell elements was created for Hygrex dryer (Fig. 2). Around
the substrate plate several boundary layers with prismatic cells
were constructed, providing a good resolution of the near wall flow
field. Physically, a sufficiently fine grid close to the wall should
be employed. As a compromise, an appropriately fine grid with
1 mm as the first interior node distance was used to reduce large
computer storage and runtime requirements, especially for later
applications using industrial dryers with complete car bodies.

The unsteady Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes equations with
the sst-kω turbulence model that was found [2,3] to give a reason-
ably accurate prediction of heat transfer with lower grid sensitivity
for complicated turbulent flow in drying processes were solved for
the gas flow in the dryer. For the heat transfer calculation it was
found that the radiation could not be neglected. Here, a discrete
ordinates (DO) radiation model was used. The emission coefficient
of the electro-coated plate (light grey) and the paint film was taken
as 0.95.

For the calculation of the film evaporation, it was found that
the traditional approach, which uses Nusselt- and Sherwood-
correlations to estimate the heat and mass transfer coefficients in
the gas phase, is not suitable for the present drying process due
to complicated turbulent flows and three-dimensional substrates.
Therefore a novel film evaporation model especially adapted to dry-
ing processes in the automotive industry has been developed [4,5]
and added as User Defined Function to the CFD-Solver FLUENT [6].

The drying model bases on the mass transport equation due to
transient diffusion processes in the direction perpendicular to the

Fig. 2. Test oven arrangement.
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